FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Linear Demonstrates Latest Telephone Entry Systems and Gate
Operator Products at FENCETECH ’09
Linear to demonstrate SLD and SWD Gate Operators with APeX, gate swing
arms, wireless access controllers, and telephone entry systems as well as the
latest addition to its family of radio technologies: TRANS PROX
CARLSBAD, Calif. (January 7, 2009) – Linear LLC, one of the market innovators
in access control, gate operators, and security systems, will display a diverse set
of products at FENCETECH ’09 in New Orleans next week. Linear will display its
latest access and control products, including its SLD and SWD DC operators with
the APeX gate operator controller, and the latest additions to its line of Plus
telephone entry systems.
“FENCETECH ’09 gives us an opportunity to demonstrate our latest products
and how they can be integrated into a total access control solution,” said Larry
Foisie, Vice President of Sales for Linear LLC. “Linear offers a complete line of
gate and door operators and access and security products, which means
installers and dealers get more options from a single vendor.”
Highlighting the booth at this year’s show will be the SLD and SWD DC gate
operators with APeX. These gate operators are designed to work seamlessly
with Linear’s telephone entry systems, including the powerful Plus series. The
SLD and SWD feature built-in battery backup allowing them to continue normal
operation during a power outage. They are also easily configurable and packed
with options like maintenance alert, advanced timing settings, and dual gate
applications.
Also on display will be Linear’s line of Plus telephone entry and access systems,
the AE2000Plus, AE1000Plus, and AM3Plus. These access controllers can be
configured on site, or remotely using Linear’s AXNET software utility for Microsoft
Windows. The Plus line of telephone and access controllers is designed to be
networked, giving installers and building managers an unprecedented level of
installation flexibility and control from any location.
This year’s FENCETECH will also feature a demonstration of the advantages of
Linear’s integrated solutions. This will help installers and dealers better
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understand how Linear’s wide range of products can be integrated to create
complete entry solutions.
For more information about Linear’s complete line of access control products,
visit the company online at www.linearcorp.com.
About Linear LLC
Linear LLC is a pioneer in engineered radio frequency (RF) products and is a
major supplier of wireless residential security systems, access control, intercoms,
garage door operators, gate operators, short- and long-range radio remote
controls, and personal emergency reporting systems. In recent years the
company, through acquisition, has expanded into a wide range of consumer
electronics, including whole-house audio/video distribution systems, central
vacuum systems, music/communications systems, speaker systems, and
structured wiring systems. For more information contact Linear LLC, 1950
Camino Vida Roble, Suite 150, Carlsbad, CA 92008, (760) 438-7000 or
www.linearcorp.com.
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